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High-density and high-perfornance circuits have been developed in silicon LSI techrn the near future it is expected that suhmicron devices \di1l be apptied to
leadi-ng memory devices.
As devj-ce and process technologies are scaled to achi_eve
performance and density improvements, a number of constraints come into pfay.
of
these, there are nany process and naterial constraints, besides device constraints which
are well understood by device technologists.
In order to overcome these constraints, characterization and microanalvsis technology of LSI devicesr proc€sses, and materials must be develoced.
Of these characterizations, surface and interface analysis such as a combination of si and sio2 etc,,
depth distribution measurenent of shallow junctions, microanalysis of ultra low density
impurities' diagnostic analysis of device performance, three-dimensionaL analysis including sectional observation of smalt devices, quick nanometer-scale neasurement of T,sI
patterns, non-destructive measurement of processes and devices, contamination prevenraon
and protection of processing rooms, gases & drugs and so on are present.
without breakthrough in some basic characterization technologies, submicron vl,sr
devices could not be fabricated,
Even if submicron devices are developed in a laboratory' they could not be easiry produced with such an acceptable production yield as
before.
This panef discussion has been planned to discuss these problems antl to find the
first step towards the development of lhe subnicron vlsr.
The panet includes two

nology.
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One group consista of scientists who
kinds of technologists aa ligted in Tab1e 1'
They are not necessarily faniliar with
actively investlgate Physics of nateriafs'
other menbers are technologists who are actively inLsI devices and processes.
volved in LSI development. Through discussion between these scientists and technologists. perhaps we can hoPe for the advent of some technological innovations in rnaterials, in processes' and in device designs'

